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Abstract

Measurements of waves, currents and sediment suspension from a 35-day deployment of three instrumented tripods

on the wave-dominated shoreface off Tairua Beach, New Zealand, are presented. Two tripods were deployed at 22-m

depth, one within a coarse-sand rippled scour depression (RSD), and the other nearby on the surrounding, relatively

featureless fine-sand plain. A third tripod was deployed at 15-m depth, also on fine sand. To distinguish between

suspended fine and coarse sand at each site, a method of simultaneously inverting two-frequency acoustic backscatter

data was applied.

Background, long-period swell was interrupted by two 6-day periods of high waves. At the 15-m/fine-sand site, only

fine sand appeared in suspension. However, at the 22-m/fine-sand site, coarse sand appeared in suspension together

with fine sand when the waves were highest. This suggests that coarse sand resuspended from the RSD can be dispersed

on the adjacent fine-sand plain, at least along the same isobath. At the RSD, there was no coarse sand in suspension

under background swell, but there was a fine-sand ‘‘washload’’, presumably advected from the surrounding fine-sand

plain, even though the coarse bed sediment in the RSD itself was not in motion. Under high waves, both fine and coarse

sands were in suspension over the RSD. The fine sand appeared again as a washload, but the coarse sand was confined

relatively close to the bed in accordance with a sediment diffusivity that decreased linearly with elevation above the bed.

Measurements of fine-sand reference concentration over both fine-sand beds (15 and 22-m depth) plot against wave-

induced skin friction in one cluster under the background swell and in another cluster under the high waves, which

suggests a change in bedforms, possibly to a hummocky bed, that is related to wave conditions and that alters the

suspension dynamics. The coarse-sand reference concentrations over the RSD fall into the ‘‘hummocky cluster’’, which

supports this interpretation.

The fine-sand washload is indicative of an unfavourable settling environment over the RSD, which could constitute a

positive feedback that causes RSDs to self-organize from initial perturbations. Under high waves, the suspended-

sediment load impinging from the surrounding plain will be high, but turbulence will also be more energetic on the

RSD, thus more effectively inhibiting deposition. Under low waves, deposition may be less inhibited on the RSD, but

the suspended-sediment load arriving from the surrounding fine-sand plain will also be lower. Thus, the fine-sand

deposition rate on the RSD will be small, even though conditions are more favourable for settling. Modelling could be

expanded to consider the balance between inhibition of settling and tendency for burial by the sediment load that
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impinges from the area surrounding an RSD, and the way wave climate and water depth might mediate the basic self-

organization process. Escape of coarse sand from RSDs under high waves may seed the growth of new RSDs.

r 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Field measurements tend to reinforce a one-
dimensional point of view that links local bound-
ary-layer and sediment dynamics with the local
seabed configuration (bedforms, sediment type)
and local driving forces (waves, currents) (e.g.,
Cacchione and Drake, 1982; Wright et al., 1986,
1991; Huntley and Hanes, 1987; Vincent et al.,
1991; Madsen et al., 1993; Green et al., 1995;
Williams et al., 1999; Storlazzi and Jaffe, 2002).
However, it is the sediment-flux divergence that
drives evolution of geomorphology, not the local
dynamics per se. On the shoreface, which is the
zone of shoaling waves between the breakpoint
and the edge of the inner shelf (Niedoroda et al.,
1984), there is a marked spatial gradient in driving
forces related primarily to change in water depth
and the effect that that has on penetration of
wave-orbital motions down to the bed. There may
also be less predictable and more localised
variability related to non-uniform bed sediments,
including ‘‘rippled scour depressions’’ (RSDs),
which are persistent patches of prominently
rippled coarse sand within relatively featureless
fine-sand plains (Cacchione et al., 1984; Hunter
et al., 1988; Thieler et al., 1995). The shoreface,
with its mix of large-scale gradients in forcing
and more localised variability in seabed character-
istics, is a particularly good setting for studying
how broadscale sediment-flux divergence emerges
from spatially variable dynamics. The first step is
to determine how the dynamics varies with
substrate and depth. This understanding can
then be codified in models to investigate spatial
patterns of sediment transport and associated
sediment-flux divergence. At least two different
modelling approaches are available (which could
be argued to occupy the opposite ends of the one
continuum): solution of the partial differential
equations that describe momentum and mass
(sediment) conservation, and construction of
‘‘abstract’’ models based on scale-dependent,
usually simplified equations (or ‘‘rules’’). The aim
of this paper is to determine how time-averaged
suspended-sediment concentration (SSC) varies
over the shoreface. Specifically, we compare
measurements from three locations that encom-
pass different combinations of water depth and
seabed configuration.

We recognise that by focusing on the properties
of the time-averaged suspension, we are discarding
information that might relate to any suspended-
sediment flux that arises by ‘‘flux coupling’’ (Jaffe
et al., 1985). Although flux coupling at gravity-
and infragravity-wave frequencies does occur
under shoaling waves (e.g., Hanes and Huntley,
1986), field measurements have confirmed that
advection of the mean suspension field by the
mean current is typically the dominant transport
term seaward of the surfzone (e.g., Green et al.,
1995). Nevertheless, flux coupling might perturb
or modulate the transport field in significant ways
(e.g., Storlazzi and Jaffe, 2002), and might there-
fore play a part in shaping shoreface morphology.

The data are from a 35-day deployment of three
instrumented tripods on the shoreface off Tairua
Beach, which is a 1.2-km-long baymouth barrier on
the steep and rocky eastern coastline of the
Coromandel Peninsula, which in turn is on the
eastern coast of the North Island of New Zealand
(Fig. 1). Tripods Kelly and Alice were both
deployed at 22-m depth off Tairua Beach, but
Kelly was located within a coarse-sand RSD with
prominent ripples, whereas Alice was located on the
relatively featureless fine-sand plain that sur-
rounded the RSD (Fig. 2). The third tripod, Bud,
was also located on the fine-sand plain, but at 15-m
depth. Table 1 provides a summary of the depth
and seabed characteristics at each tripod location.

Hume et al. (2003) found that the coarse-sand
floors of the RSDs at Tairua are underlain by fine
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Fig. 1. Tripod locations: (a) study site in New Zealand context;

(b) bathymetry of shoreface and inner shelf off Tairua Beach,

showing tripod locations; and (c) sidescan-sonar image of

shoreface and inner shelf off Tairua Beach, showing tripod

locations and the RSD where Kelly was located. Darker colours

denote higher (sidescan) acoustic backscatter.

Fig. 2. Sidescan-sonar image showing coarse-sand RSD with

prominent ripples, and the surrounding, relatively featureless

fine-sand plain. Darker colours denote higher (sidescan)

acoustic backscatter.

Table 1

Depth and seabed characteristics at each tripod location

Tripod

Kelly

Tripod

Alice

Tripod

Bud

Depth (m) 22 22 15

Substrate RSD Fine-sand

plain

Fine-sand

plain

Mean grain size (mm) 0.75 0.22 0.22

Fairweather bedform

height/length (cm)

35/125 5/20 3/16
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sand; also, coarse-sand lenses are interbedded with
fine sand. Hunter et al. (1988) described a similar
situation from southern Monterey Bay (Califor-
nia), and suggested that RSDs are best explained
as lag deposits in areas of localised scour. Various
hydrodynamic forcings have been proposed for
initiating these features on open shelves, including:
rip currents during storms (Reimnitz et al., 1976);
waves and currents steered in the vicinity of
bathymetric irregularities; wind-driven coastal
currents, particularly downwelling bottom cur-
rents (Cacchione et al., 1984); and wave-driven
currents (Karl, 1980).

Recently, Murray and Thieler (2003) advanced
an alternative explanation for the origin and
growth of RSDs based on a morphodynamic
instability driven by sediment–flow feedbacks.
Interactions between flow and sediment transport
that are driven by grain-size sorting and resultant
variations in bed roughness lead to segregation of
coarse and fine sediment, albeit, initially, at a scale
much smaller than the scale of natural RSDs.
However, subsequent interactions between flow
and growing finite-amplitude features as well as
merging of features that are growing at different
rates may then produce patterns with scales and
shapes that are similar to natural features. This
school of thinking, known as ‘‘self-organization’’
(in the sense that intial perturbations grow or
‘‘organize’’ to become the features themselves),
differs fundamentally from the school that postu-
lates a passive sediment bed that is imprinted by a
spatial pattern of hydrodynamic forcing. To
emphasise the distinction, Murray and Thieler
suggested the term ‘‘sorted bedforms’’ be used to
name the features that are otherwise known as
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‘‘RSDs’’. The flow–sediment interaction hypothe-
sised by Murray and Thieler to be at the heart of
the self-organization is a winnowing process. In
essence, increased energy and scales of turbulence
over coarse-sediment domains inhibit deposition
of fine suspended sediment locally. The fine
sediment prevented from settling on the coarse
domain is advected downstream until it encounters
an area of fine bed sediment, where turbulence is
relatively less energetic and deposition is favoured.
Thus, fines are preferentially deposited in areas
where fines are already in the seabed. This positive
feedback will cause any initial perturbation in the
distribution of coarse and fine grains on the seabed
to grow. The analysis of the Tairua dataset
presented herein will shed some light on this
process.
Table 2

Sampling details

Tripod Kelly Tripod Alice Tripod Bud

Df ;BD; IBB=z Df ;BD; IBB=z Df ;BD; IBB=z

Pressure 1, 900, 60/200 4, 512, 60/120 1, 900, 60/200

EMCM 1, 900, 60/115 4, 512, 60/64 1, 900, 60/76

ADV 5, 300, 60/53, 64 —/— 5, 300, 60/24, 41

Df ;BD; IBB=z Df ;BD; IBB=z Df ;BD; IBB=z

F1; F2; F3 F1; F2; F3 F1; F2; F3

ABS 2.5, 300, 60/67 5, 600, 60/109 2.5, 300, 60/67

0.92, 3.55, — 1.08, 1.97, 4.38 1.09, 1.98, 4.97

Df is sampling frequency in Hz. BD is burst duration in s. IBB

is interval between bursts in min. z is elevation of sensor above

bed in cm. ‘‘EMCM’’ denotes two-axis, 3.8-cm diameter,

Marsh–McBirney electromagnetic current meter (measuring

two horizontal components of flow). ‘‘ADV’’ denotes three-axis

Sontek acoustic Doppler velocimeter (measuring two horizontal

components and the vertical component of flow). ‘‘ABS’’

denotes multi-frequency acoustic backscatter sensor, where F1;
F2 and F3 are operating frequencies in MHz.
2. Study area

The continental shelf off the Coromandel
Peninsula is 20–30 km wide (Bradshaw et al.,
1994). Tides are semidiurnal with a spring range
of B1.5 m. Tidal currents are generally weak
(oB10 cm/s at 100 cm above the bed), except at
the mouths of tidal inlets and in the vicinity of
offshore islands. The Coromandel coast is a lee
shore (dominant wind direction west to southwest)
that has been classified by Carter and Heath (1975)
as a storm-dominated coast. The wave climate is a
mix of locally generated sea waves and distantly
generated swell. Highest swell is associated with
cyclones that leave the tropics and pass to the east
of New Zealand. Average significant wave height
is 0.9 m (swell associated with cyclones up to 7m)
and average period is 5.8 s (up to 13 s) (Gorman
et al., 2003).

The offshore profile at Tairua is convex between
depths of 8 and 25 m, beyond which it flattens. Bed
sediments are primarily unimodal fine sand (mean
grain size 0.22 mm), but with areas of poorly
sorted coarse sand (mean grain size 0.75 mm) in
localised RSDs. Hume et al. (2003) identified five
facies on the Tairua shoreface and inner shelf. (1)
Fine-sand plain: This facies is surmounted by
small, symmetrical wave ripples, as well as shallow
pits and humps that might be remnants of
hummocky bedforms after reworking by waves
and bioturbation. (2) Outcrop-related RSDs:
These are bands of poorly sorted gravelly sands
with large ripples adjacent to and in contact with
reef outcrops. (3) Nearshore shore-normal RSDs:
These are finger-like ribbons of coarse sands in
shallow depressions that run normal to shore in
depths of 6–16 m. They are typically surmounted
by large symmetrical wave ripples. (4) Offshore
shore-parallel RSDs are coarse sands in shallow
depressions that run parallel to shore in depths of
18–26 m, typically covered with large symmetrical
wave ripples. (5) Offshore shore-oblique RSDs are
coarse, rippled sands in depressions in water
depths >30 m. These appear to be associated with
low-amplitude sand ridges.
3. Data

Each tripod had a pressure sensor for measuring
waves; current meters for measuring turbulence,
mean currents and wave-orbital currents; and a
multi-frequency acoustic backscatter sensor (ABS)
for measuring SSC close to the bed. Table 2 shows
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sampling details. Wave statistics were estimated
from pressure and current data as follows.

Significant wave-orbital speed at the bed, Usig;
was calculated using linear wave theory as:

Usig ¼
Z 1=2 s�1

1=30 s�1

GUðf Þ df

 !1=2
2

cosh½kðzC þ hÞ�
; ð1Þ

where GUðf Þ is the power spectrum of UðzC; tÞ;
which is the current-speed time series at eleva-
tion zC above the bed; f is frequency; the limits
of integration correspond to the gravity-wave
range of frequencies; and k is the linear-theory
wavenumber corresponding to mean water depth h

(calculated from pressure data after correcting
for a nominal atmospheric pressure and assuming
a nominal seawater density) and mean spectral
period T (also calculated from the pressure
data, using the definition of Longuet-Higgins,
1975). Significant wave height, Hsig; was estimated
as:

Hsig ¼ ðUsigT=pÞsinhðkhÞ: ð2Þ

The ABS ensonifies a 120-cm long cone of water
and registers the backscattered acoustic pressure
from 1-cm thick bins down the entire length of the
cone. SSC in each 1-cm bin is inferred from ABS
echo data by solving an equation that relates SSC,
echo intensity, a size-dependent term that de-
scribes the amount of energy back-scattered from
the sediment (form function), range from transdu-
cer and a system-specific calibration constant (e.g.,
Thorne et al., 1991; Thorne and Hanes, 2002).
With one operating frequency, the grain-size
distribution of suspended sediment needs to be
specified in order to evaluate each term in the
equation and solve for SSC. Furthermore, the
grain-size distribution is assumed to be constant
through time and across the sounding range. For
multi-frequency ABS units, which were used in this
study, backscatter data from two or more fre-
quencies can be combined to calculate concentra-
tion and suspended-particle size (Crawford and
Hay, 1993). However, the inversion can be ‘‘noisy’’
and only permits a single size at each range and
time. In this study, an assumption was made: both
the coarse sand found in the RSDs (mean grain
size 0.75 mm) and the fine sand that composes the
surrounding plain (mean grain size 0.22 mm) will
supply the suspended-sediment field over the
shoreface. With this assumption, it was possible
to develop a simultaneous two-frequency data
inversion to partition the SSC into these two size
components.

Burst-averaged SSC profiles %CfineðrÞ and
%CcoarseðrÞ were obtained by applying the two-
frequency data inversion to the echo data, where
r is range of bin from transducer face, ‘‘fine’’
denotes the 0.22-mm particle size and ‘‘coarse’’
denotes the 0.75-mm particle size. Each ABS was
positioned such that the seabed surface would
intersect the ensonifying cone at some nominal
range. The actual range from the transducer of
the bed surface, rbed; is readily discernable as a
distinct break in slope in %CðrÞ when plotted in
log10ð %CÞ � r space (Green and Black, 1999). rbed

for each burst was estimated by locating the break
of slope in %CfineðrÞ; and rbed thus determined was
used in the transformation z ¼ rbed � r to convert
%CfineðrÞ and %CcoarseðrÞ to %CfineðzÞ and %CcoarseðzÞ;
respectively.

The dual-frequency data inversion, as applied in
this study, yields only burst-averaged concentra-
tion profiles (fine and coarse particles), which
precludes any analysis of intra-burst suspension
processes (e.g., intermittency due to interaction
of wave-orbital motions with bedforms). To
enable at least a qualitative description of such
processes, the single-frequency inversion of acous-
tic backscatter data employed by Green (1999)
and Green and Black (1999), which requires
specification of a single particle size and which
yields estimates of ‘‘instantaneous’’ concentration
(i.e., at the sampling frequency), was also used.
For this, a mean grain size of 0.22 mm was
assumed (fine sand), hence the inversion of each
burst of echo data results in an estimate of
Cfineðr; tÞ; where t is time and the interval between
points and points per burst can be seen in Table 2.
We note that ð1=BDÞ

R BD

0 Cfineðr; tÞ dt (where BD is
the burst duration and Cfineðr; tÞ is from the single-
frequency inversion) is not identical to %CfineðrÞ
from the dual-frequency inversion, although they
will be very similar when no coarse sand is in
suspension.
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Fig. 4. Three bursts of suspension data (Cfineðz; tÞ from the

single-frequency data inversion); different locations, same time.

The grayscale is the same for each plot; black represents zero

SSC and white represents high SSC. The seabed is at the bottom

of each panel.
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4. Results

Fig. 3 shows wave statistics estimated from the
Alice data. Background, long-period Pacific Ocean
swell (Hsig 50–100 cm) was interrupted by two 6-
day periods of high waves (Hsig > 200 cm). During
those times, Usigb exceeded 60 cm/s. U64; the mean
current speed measured at 64 cm above the bed,
was small relative to Usigb: During the period of
high waves, sediment was in suspension at all three
sites (methodology described below). Under the
background swell, sediment was in suspension
continuously at the 15-m/fine-sand site (Bud), less
so at the 22-m/fine-sand site (Alice), and occasion-
ally at the 22-m/coarse-sand RSD (Kelly).

4.1. Overview of suspension patterns

Suspension was generally intermittent at two
scales: the wave-group and the individual-wave
scales (Fig. 4). Forced long waves associated with
wave groups can cause a flux coupling (Jaffe et al.,
1985) at the infragravity scale, which results in net
offshore sediment transport (e.g., Shi and Larsen,
1984; Villard et al., 1999; Green and MacDonald,
2001). Intermittency at the individual-wave scale is
usually attributable to the orderly ejection of
sediment-laden vortices from the bed, which is
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caused by interaction between wave-orbital mo-
tions and seabed ripples (e.g., Bagnold, 1946;
Sleath, 1982; Hanes and Huntley, 1986). The data
in Fig. 4, which are typical of energetic conditions,
show that intermittency at the individual-wave
scale is accentuated at both deep sites relative to
the shallow site. Furthermore, vortex entrainment
is more ‘‘pronounced’’ (i.e., sediment in suspension
for a greater proportion of the time; more
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sediment in suspension; suspension to higher levels
in the flow) over the fine-sand plain compared to
over the RSD at the same depth. These differences
suggest that net sediment flux arising from flux
coupling at the individual-wave scale will vary
strongly with both depth and substrate.

A kind of ‘‘washload’’ suspension was fre-
quently observed over the RSD. Washload was
characterized by virtually zero intermittency at
both wave-group and individual-wave scales.
Furthermore, SSC in the washload was virtually
uniform to at least 1 m above the bed. The
significance of this observation will be explored.

4.2. Suspension type and composition

The ABS data were inspected to classify each
burst into one of four categories: ‘‘no suspension’’,
‘‘intermittent suspension’’ (sediment in suspension
for oB15% of the time during a burst), ‘‘full
suspension’’ (sediment in suspension for >B15%
of the time of a burst), and ‘‘washload’’. The
classification was performed by inspecting data
plots of the type shown in Fig. 4. The category ‘‘no
suspension’’ was easily identifiable as such. The
difference between intermittent suspension and full
suspension was discerned from a rough estimate of
the percentage of time sediment clouds were
present during the burst. Washload was recognised
on a subjective basis as described above (approxi-
mately zero intermittency; SSC approximately
uniform to at least 1m above the bed). The results
of the classification are shown in Fig. 5, where Ucrit

is the critical wave-orbital speed at the bed for
initiation of suspension estimated from Komar
and Miller (1975). Ucrit for the fine-sand plain was
based on grain size D ¼ 0:22 mm and 0:75 mm was
used for the coarse sand in the RSD. Following
Green (1999), Komar and Miller’s equation for
Ucrit was evaluated using significant wave height
and mean spectral period.

Also shown in Fig. 5 is the grain size that was in
suspension, either coarse (0.75 mm) and/or fine
(0.22 mm). The presence of coarse and fine sand
was inferred from %CcoarseðzÞ and %CfineðzÞ; respec-
tively: when the burst-averaged concentration was
at the background noise level of the ABS
(B0.1 mg l�1) at all elevations above the bed, the
corresponding component was deemed not to be
present in suspension.

At both fine-sand sites (Alice, 22-m depth, and
Bud, 15-m depth), Ucrit based on D ¼ 0:22 mm
effectively divides no suspension from full suspen-
sion. During full suspension at the fine-sand/15-m
site there was never any coarse sand in suspension.
However, at the fine-sand/22-m site, which is near
the RSD also at 22-m depth, coarse sand appeared
in suspension with the fine sand when the waves
were highest. This suggests that coarse sand
resuspended from the RSD by high waves can be
dispersed on the adjacent fine-sand plain at least
along the same isobath, and possibly farther. An
alternative explanation for the source of the
suspended coarse sand that appears over the fine-
sand plain at 22-m depth under high waves is that
it is local, which is not likely, for two reasons.
Firstly, the surficial sediments of the fine-sand
plain are very well sorted (Hume et al., 2003) and,
hence, could not act as a significant source of
coarse sand. Secondly, the lenses of coarse sand
that are known to be buried beneath the fine-sand
plain are, at a minimum, 30–40 cm below the
sediment surface (Hume et al., 2003), which is at
least an order of magnitude greater than the
‘‘erosion depth’’ (estimated as the thickness of
settled sediment corresponding to the total sus-
pended-sediment load). Hence, exhumation of
buried coarse material is unlikely.

Intermittent suspension at both fine-sand sites
tends to straddle Ucrit; with more intermittent-
suspension bursts occurring below Ucrit than
above. A possible explanation is that wave
groupiness tends to bias Usigb estimates toward
low values, but the ABS still captures the
intermittent suspension. At both fine-sand sites,
only fine sand was present in intermittent
suspension.

At the RSD site (Kelly, 22-m depth), Ucrit based
on D ¼ 0:75 mm effectively divides no suspension
from full suspension. Both coarse sand and fine
sand were always present during full suspension.
In contrast, the washload, which tended to occur
at times when Usigb was greater than Ucrit based on
D ¼ 0:22 mm but less than Ucrit based on
D ¼ 0:75 mm (Fig. 6), was always composed
entirely of fine sand. This suggests that the fine
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sand in the washload was resuspended from the
adjacent fine-sand plain and advected across the
RSD at times when the coarse bed sediment in the
RSD itself was not in motion. Intermittent
suspension tends to straddle Ucrit based on
D ¼ 0:75 mm (Fig. 5). It is not clear what grain
size composed the intermittent suspension. On the
one hand, the burst-averaged concentration esti-
mates %CcoarseðzÞ during intermittent suspension
were all at the ABS background noise level, which
implies no coarse sand present. On the other hand,
inspection of raw ABS data revealed short bursts
of high concentration originating at the bed, which
implies resuspension of the local (i.e., coarse) bed
material. Another line of thinking also suggests the
presence of coarse sand during intermittent
Table 3

Summary of observations

Suspended fine sand

Background swell High waves

Suspension over the RSD

Coarse-sand RSD/22-m

depth

Large ripples. Hummocky

ripples?

Kelly Nonequilibrium C0, implies

nonlocal source

(washload).

Flow-contra

s ¼ 0 and L
(1) D ¼ 0:22

Nonequilibr

nonlocal sou

(2) D ¼ 0:75

0:005rsy
003; i

exhumation

Uniform profile. Uniform pro

Fine-sand suspension over fine-sand bed

Fine-sand plain/22-m

depth

Rippled bed. Hummocky

Alice

C0 ¼ 0:005rsy
003; where

flow-contraction term uses

s; L=ripple dimensions.

C0 ¼ 0:005r
flow-contrac

s ¼ 0 and L
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suspension, as follows. There appears to be a
hysteresis in coarse-sand suspension at the RSD:
note in Fig. 6 that full suspension (which is always
composed of coarse and fine sand) appears to
begin at a higher Usigb than it appears to cease.
However, that hysteresis (i.e., coarse sand appear-
ing in suspension at a higher orbital speed than it
disappears from suspension) is seen to largely
disappear if the intermittent suspension is com-
posed of coarse as well as fine sand.

4.3. Burst-averaged suspension

Table 3 shows a summary of results regard-
ing the burst-averaged fine- and coarse-sand
concentration profiles, which can be referred to
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throughout the following discussion. C0 is the time
averaged suspended-sediment reference concentra-
tion, which is specified at the level z ¼ 0 cm. C0

was obtained by fitting a straight line to log10ð %CÞ
versus z over the domain 1 cmozo5 cm and
extrapolating the fitted line to z ¼ 0 cm.

4.3.1. Fine-sand suspension over fine-sand bed

At both of the fine-sand sites (Alice, 22-m depth,
and Bud, 15-m depth), the fine-sand suspension
data (full and intermittent suspensions) tend to fall
into two clusters when plotted in C0-versus-y0

space. One cluster is described by the model C0 ¼
0:10rsy

03 and the other by C0 ¼ 0:005rsy
03 (see top

left panel in Figs. 7A and B). Here, y0 is the
dimensionless wave-induced skin friction:

Y0 ¼ ð0:5rf 0
wU2

sigbÞ=½ðrs � rÞgD�; ð3Þ

where rs is the sediment density (assumed to be
2.65 g/cm3), r is water density, g is acceleration
due to gravity and f 0

w; the skin-friction wave-
friction factor, is given by Swart (1974) as:

f 0
w ¼ exp½5:213ðks=dsigbÞ

0:194 � 5:977�; ð4Þ

where ks ¼ 2:5D is the Nikuradse (grain) rough-
ness and dsigb ¼ TUsigb=2p:

Green and Black (1999) found a similar cluster-
ing of reference-concentration estimates from
another New Zealand wave-dominated shoreface
(Mangawhai, on the northeast coast of the North
Island). By examining video observations of the
seabed and suspension process that were acquired
at the same time the ABS data were acquired, they
were able to relate the clusters to the existence of
two distinct bedform types, these being a rippled
bed and a hummocky bed (Table 4 provides a
summary). Green and Black found that the
hummocky bed replaced the rippled bed when y0

exceeded approximately 0.14. They did not ob-
serve how the rippled bed reformed under decay-
ing waves.

The Tairua fine-sand reference concentrations
over the two fine-sand beds (15- and 22-m depth)
fall into the same two clusters in C0-versus-y0 space
as the Mangawhai data, which suggests that
the rippled and hummocky beds observed at
Mangawhai also occurred at Tairua. However,
y0 ¼ 0:14 does not adequately demarcate the two
bedform types/data clusters for the Tairua dataset
(top left panel in Figs. 7A and B). Instead, the
rippled bed appears to occur under the back-
ground swell, and is replaced by the hummocky
bed when Usigb exceeds 35–45 cm/s (bottom panel
in Figs. 7A and B). This range of values is
significantly higher than Ucrit; but note that the
rippled bed apparently does not become re-
established until Usigb falls back towards Ucrit

(bottom panel in Figs. 7A and B).
Green and Black (1999) found that it was

possible to collapse the Mangawhai reference-
concentration data onto a single model by
accounting for flow contraction in the wave
boundary layer. This was achieved by using y00 in
place of y0 to describe the near-bed flow:

Y00 ¼ ð0:5rf 0
wU2

sigbÞ=f½ðrs � rÞgD�ð1 � ps=LÞ2g; ð5Þ

where s is the ripple height and L is the ripple
length, which resulted in all of the reference-
concentration data collapsing onto the single
model:

C0 ¼ 0:005rsY
003: ð6Þ

Note that Green and Black used s=zero and
L ¼ N for the hummocky bed, which has the
effect of negating or ‘‘disabling’’ the flow-contrac-
tion correction. They defended this choice by
arguing that because sediment was entrained
principally from hummock slopes as a sheet flow,
rather than from ripple crests under locally
accelerated flow, the flow-contraction correction
was not needed for the hummocks.

The Tairua fine-sand reference-concentration
data over the fine-sand beds (15- and 22-m depth)
also collapse onto Eq. (6) (top right panel in
Figs. 7A and B). For the background-swell data,
the figures given in Table 1 for s and L were used
in Eq. (5) to estimate y00: Note, these are ripple
dimensions determined from sidescan-sonar sur-
veys of the Tairua shoreface conducted during
fairweather (UsigboUcrit). For the hummocks that
are presumed to form under high waves, s was
assumed to be zero and L was assumed to be
infinite, following Green and Black (1999).

In addition to governing the relationship be-
tween bed shear stress and erosion of the seabed,
the seabed shape—rippled or hummocky—also
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Fig. 7. Fine-sand reference concentration over fine-sand bed at: (A) 22-m depth and (B) 15-m depth. Refer to text for explanation.
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appears to control the mixing of suspended fine
sand close to the bed, as follows. Starting from the
assumption that there is an exact balance at every
level in the flow between time-averaged settling
flux %Cws (where ws is sediment settling speed) and
turbulent diffusion Kðq %C=qzÞ (where K is sedi-
ment diffusivity), sediment diffusivity can be
estimated from the concentration data as:

K ¼ %Cws=ðq %C=qzÞ: ð7Þ

Shown in Fig. 8 are two values of r2; one value
being for the fit of K between 1 and 20 cm above
the bed to one model, and the other value being for
the fit of K over the same range to another model.
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Table 4

Bedforms observed by Green and Black (1999) on the wave-dominated shoreface at Mangawhai, New Zealand, and the associated

suspension process and models that described the relationship between reference concentration and wave-induced skin friction

Rippled bed Hummocky bed

Bedform characteristics Symmetrical, with rounded crests

and troughs surmounting otherwise

level seabed

Large-scale irregular deformation of

the seabed

Bedform dimensions Height 1–3 cm ‘‘Height’’ 10–20 cm

Length 10–20 cm ‘‘Length’’ 1–2m

Suspension process Suspension ‘‘carpet’’ Sheet flow-bursting sequence

Reference concentration model, C0 ¼ f ðy0Þ C0 ¼ 0:10rsy
03 C0 ¼ 0:005rsy

03

Reference concentration model, C0 ¼ f ðy00Þ C0 ¼ 0:005rsy
003 C0 ¼ 0:005rsy

003

The data were from two depths (7 and 12m), both with seabed composed of well-sorted fine sand (D ¼ 0:23mm).
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The two models are: constant K ; and K increasing
linearly with elevation above the bed, where K was
evaluated from Eq. (7) with ws ¼ 2:2 cm s�1

(Stokes settling speed for grain size 0.22 mm). At
the deeper of the two fine-sand sites (22-m depth,
Alice), it is particularly clear that r2 for the
constant-K model exceeds r2 for the linearly
increasing-K model during background swell,
when the bed was presumed to be rippled, but
the converse is the case (the linearly increasing-K
model fits the data better) for the period of high
waves, when the bed was presumed to be
hummocky. At the shallower site (15-m depth,
Bud), the linearly increasing-K model is also
clearly the better model for the presumed hum-
mocky bed. However, the two values of r2 tend to
alternate during background swell, such that the
constant-K model is the better fit when the waves
are slightly smaller, and the linearly increasing-K
model is the better fit when the waves are slightly
larger. This observation suggests that there are not
in fact two different shapes of the sediment-
diffusivity profile, as follows.

The commonly accepted model for linearly
increasing K is:

K ¼ bkU�z; ð8Þ

where U� is a characteristic friction velocity, k is
von Karman’s constant and b is an empirical
constant such that b ¼ K=Km; where Km is
momentum diffusivity and

b ¼ 1 þ 2½ðws=U�Þ
2� ð9Þ

is proposed by van Rijn (1993) as being applicable
to steady flow. Using Eq. (9) for b with
ws ¼ 2:2 cm s�1 (fine sand), bkU� is seen to
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decrease for decreasing U� over the range of
friction velocities encountered during the back-
ground swell, even though b increases (Fig. 9).
(Here, the characteristic friction velocity is taken
as U� ¼ ð0:5fwU2

sigbÞ
1=2; which is the wave-induced

friction velocity, with fw given by Eq. (4) and ks in
that equation set at the ripple roughness 28s2=L
(Grant and Madsen, 1982) (Table 1) to reflect
wave-induced mixing in the near-bed region).
Hence, the slope of the linearly increasing sedi-
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Fig. 10. Observed and predicted b: Observed values are shown only fo

over the domain 1 cmozo20 cm exceeds 0.99.
ment-diffusivity profile reduces with decreasing
U�; such that the profile could become indis-
tinguishable from a constant value. This behaviour
may explain the observed alternation of r2 at the
15-m site under background swell, with the
apparent appearance of constant sediment diffu-
sivity under low waves.

Values of b for the fine-sand suspensions over
the fine-sand beds (22-m depth, Alice, and 15-m
depth, Bud) are shown in Fig. 10 together with
Eq. (9). There is one value of b per burst, where
b ¼ X=kU� and U� ¼ ð0:5fwU2

sigbÞ
1=2; as above.

Here, X is the slope of the straight line fitted to K

versus z over the domain 1 cmozo20 cm, where K

was estimated as described previously. The values
of b for the fine-sand suspensions over the fine-
sand beds (15-m depth and 22-m depth) scatter
widely around Eq. (9).

4.3.2. Coarse-sand suspension over fine-sand bed

The reference concentration for the suspended
coarse sand that appeared at the 22-m fine-sand
site at times of highest waves tended to plot just
below the model C0 ¼ 0:005ry003; which was
applicable to the suspended fine sand at those
same times (top right panel in Fig. 7A). Note that,
15 20

Fine-sand suspension over fine-sand bed
 22-m depth (Alice)
 15-m depth (Bud)

 suspension over fine-sand bed (22-m depth, Alice)

Coarse-sand suspension over RSD 
(22-m depth, Kelly)

r bursts for which r2 for the fit of the straight line to K versus z
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for the case of coarse-sand suspended over the
fine-sand bed, it is not clear what grain size should
be used to evaluate dimensionless wave-induced
skin friction (either y00 or y0). For the coarse-sand
data points shown in the top right panel of Fig. 7A
that plot just below the model C0 ¼ 0:005ry003; y00

was evaluated with D ¼ 0:75 mm (i.e., coarse
sand). Also shown in the top right panel are the
coarse-sand data points with y00 evaluated with
D ¼ 0:22 mm (i.e., fine sand); these data points
plot well below the model C0 ¼ 0:005ry003:

A possible explanation for the smaller-than-
predicted coarse-sand reference concentrations is
that the source of the suspended coarse sand,
assuming it was the RSD, was distant and there-
fore the suspended coarse sand was not ‘‘in
equilibrium’’ with the local bed material. In
mechanistic terms, this means that there could be
no continuous exchange of bed and suspended
particles that normally maintains an equilibrium
suspension, with the result that the suspension
gradually dwindles as it moves farther from its
source material.

K for the coarse sand (inferred from the coarse-
sand concentration profiles using Eq. (7) with
ws ¼ 6:4 cm s�1, which is the Stokes settling speed
for D ¼ 0:75 mm) increased linearly with increas-
ing z; which was also the case for the fine sand in
suspension at the same time. Values of b for the
coarse sand are shown in Fig. 10 together with
predicted values by Eq. (9). The observed values
are somewhat larger than the predicted values.

4.3.3. Suspension over the RSD

During full suspension under high waves at the
RSD (Kelly, 22-m depth), both coarse and fine
sand was always in suspension.

The high-wave coarse-sand reference-concentra-
tion data plotted on the model C0 ¼ 0:005ry03 (not
shown in a plot) (where y0 was evaluated with
D ¼ 0:75 mm, i.e., coarse sand), hence the data can
only collapse onto the model C0 ¼ 0:005ry003 by
assuming s is zero and L is infinite in order to
effect the transformation of y0 into y00 (Fig. 11).
The obvious inference is that sediments within the
RSD evolved into a hummocky bed under high
waves, in exactly the same way that the ripples on
the surrounding fine-sand plain were inferred to
evolve into hummocks under high waves. Another
possibility, however, is that sediment was en-
trained principally as sheet flow from the relatively
larger ripples of the RSD, which, referring back to
Green and Black’s (1999) argument presented
earlier, negates the need for the flow-acceleration
correction. Without direct observations of the
RSD bedforms under high waves, we cannot know
which, if either, is correct. It should be noted,
however, that from a process point of view, sheet-
flow entrainment from hummocks and sheet-flow
entrainment from prominent ripples are, of course,
the same.

The high-wave fine-sand reference-concentra-
tion data plot well below the model C0 ¼
0:005ry003 when y00 is evaluated with D ¼ 0:22 mm
(i.e., fine sand) (Fig. 11). Thus, the explanation
that was developed for the smaller-than-predicted
coarse-sand reference concentration over the fine-
sand bed can be applied here, too: the smaller-
than-predicted fine-sand reference concentration
over the coarse-sand bed is due to the suspended
fine sand not being in equilibrium with the local
(i.e., coarse) bed material of the RSD. However, if
y00 is evaluated with D ¼ 0:75 mm, (i.e., coarse
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sand), then the fine-sand reference-concentration
data plots, together with the coarse-sand data, on
the model C0 ¼ 0:005ry003 (Fig. 11). This suggests
an equilibrium suspension, which in turn suggests
that fine sand might be exhumed from within the
RSD when high waves mobilise the RSD coarse
sand (and when hummocks appear?), thus en-
abling sustenance of an equilibrium fine-sand
suspension over the RSD at those times. It is not
clear, from this dataset, which possibility (non-
locally sourced, nonequilibrium suspension or
equilibrium suspension fed by exhumation of local
fine source material), if either, is correct.

Under high waves at the RSD, fine sand was
mixed uniformly throughout the near-bed region,
and therefore it was not possible to estimate a
corresponding value for the sediment diffusivity
(because q %Cfine=qz ¼ 0). Presumably, when waves
were large, the diffusivity of the fine sand (low
settling velocity) over the rough bed of the RSD
was high, which of course is consistent with a
uniform concentration profile. On the other hand,
K for the coarse sand suspended over the RSD
during high waves increased linearly with elevation
above the bed, and the value of b inferred from the
data (assuming ws ¼ 6:4 cm s�1) compared favour-
ably with van Rijn’s (1993) model (Fig. 10).

The reference concentration of the washload,
which was always composed entirely of fine sand
and which appeared over the RSD when Usigb was
greater than Ucrit based on D ¼ 0:22 mm but less
than Ucrit based on D ¼ 0:75 mm (Fig. 6), plots
with large scatter in Fig. 11. Previously, we
suggested that the source area for the washload
was the fine-sand plain that is adjacent to the
RSD. Reasoning from the equilibrium argument
presented previously, if that is the case then the
washload over the RSD would not have been in
contact with its source area, which might explain
the scatter in Fig. 11.
5. Discussion—inhibited deposition of fine sands on

coarse beds

The fine sand observed in suspension over the
Tairua RSD under both background swell and high
waves was always uniformly mixed (see Table 3
for summary of observations) throughout at least
the bottom meter of the water column, which
suggests a high level of turbulent mixing. Although
this will not prevent deposition of fine sand, it is
indicative of an unfavourable settling environment,
which supports Murray and Thieler’s (2003) choice
of mechanism (i.e., inhibited deposition of fine sand
over coarse domains) at the heart of the positive
feedback that causes sorted bedforms (i.e., RSDs)
to self-organize. Other insights can be developed
from further analysis of the Tairua dataset, as
follows.

Under the long-period background swell that
preceded the first high-wave event, fine sand was in
almost continuous suspension on the fine-sand
plain that surrounded the RSD at 22-m depth. For
UsigbEUcrit;fine (where Ucrit;fine is critical wave-
orbital speed at the bed for initiation of suspension
of fine sand), SSC over the Tairua RSD was zero,
even though fine sand was in suspension over the
surrounding fine-sand plain. Taking for granted
the existence of an advecting current, the simplest
explanation for this observation is that the fine
sand sourced from the surrounding plain settled to
the bed (of the RSD) before reaching the
measurement location (in the interior of the
RSD). Hence, fine sands can settle on the RSD,
which is consistent with the observation that
sediments of the Tairua RSD are poorly sorted
mixtures of fine and coarse sand (Hume et al.,
2003).

It follows that as Usigb becomes larger (resus-
pending a greater quantity of sand on the fine-sand
plain) and/or the advecting current becomes
stronger, suspended fine sand will penetrate
farther into the interior of the RSD. The data
support this conjecture: for Usigb > Ucrit;fine; fine
sand appeared at the measurement location in the
interior of the RSD in a washload. Although the
uniform fine-sand suspension profile that is
characteristic of the washload is indicative of
inhibited settling, deposition of fine sand on the
RSD may still occur.

The Tairua RSD thus cannot be a static patch of
coarse material that resolutely resists the intrusion
of fine sand from the surrounding fine-sand plain.
Under high waves, the suspended-sediment load
impinging from the surrounding plain will be
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correspondingly high, but turbulence will also be
correspondingly more energetic on the RSD, thus
more effectively inhibiting deposition. Under low
waves, deposition may be less inhibited on the
RSD, but the suspended-sediment load arriving
from the surrounding fine-sand plain will also be
lower. Thus, the fine-sand deposition rate on the
RSD will be small, even though conditions are
more favourable for settling.

On a wave-dominated shelf, the wave-orbital
speed at the bed is the principal control on
sediment resuspension as well the ‘‘level’’ (energy)
of turbulence. In this case, at any particular water
depth, as waves get higher, more bed sediment is
entrained and the potential for RSD burial
increases (simply because there is more sediment
in suspension that has to eventually settle some-
where). However, at the same time, turbulence
levels generally increase. It is not clear whether
turbulence levels would increase faster over the
rougher bed of an RSD, but, either way, the ability
of the RSD to cleanse itself of fine sand would also
increase. This kind of thinking suggests the
possibility of a balance between RSD burial and
persistence, mediated by wave climate. For in-
stance, under a wave climate characterised by long
periods of competent (i.e., able to resuspend bed
sediment) but low waves, whenever fine sand is in
suspension, turbulence over any incipient RSD
might be weak, and hence the incipient RSD may
not be very effective at inhibiting deposition of
that suspended fine sand on itself. In this case, the
incipient RSD, which is small, might be obliterated
by the slow burial processes under the low waves
before it has a chance to grow. On the other hand,
on a shelf where waves are either incompetent or
very high, whenever fine sand is in suspension and
burial potential is high, turbulence over any
incipient RSD would also be strong. In this case,
incipient RSDs might grow and coalesce to
form large, stable features. Hence, some wave
climates might promote the formation of RSDs,
and others might suppress their growth. If that is
so, then water depth would play a similar role,
since orbital motions are attenuated by water
depth, which controls the way in which the surface
wave climate is transformed into a ‘‘seabed wave
climate’’. Therefore, a more accurate conclusion is
that some combinations of (surface) wave climate
and water depth might promote the forma-
tion of RSDs, and other combinations might
suppress their growth. An additional factor that
is likely to be important is sediment supply and
availability.

Murray and Thieler’s (2003) self-organization
model is founded on an inhibited deposition of fine
sediments, not zero deposition. This distinction is
important, since it implies that RSDs are not
guaranteed to persist, which is necessary since
buried RSDs have been observed on a number of
shelves (Hunter et al., 1988; Thieler et al., 2001;
Hume et al., 2003). Consideration of the balance
between inhibition of settling and the tendency for
burial by the sediment load that impinges from the
shelf surrounding an RSD leads to a focus on
wave climate and water depth as possible ‘‘medi-
ators’’ of the basic self-organization process. The
existence of such balances, which might tip first
one way and then another under a typical variable
wave climate, further reinforces the view that
RSDs are not static, palimpsest, features, which is
consistent with the sedimentological evidence of
downdrift migration and interfingering of strata
around the edges of RSDs (e.g., Thieler et al.,
2001). Further modelling taking into account
factors such as the role of wave climate might
shed some light on how these balances are played
out and whether there are indeed combinations of
wave climates and water depths that either
promote or suppress the formation of RSDs on
wave-dominated shelves.

Another possibility is that flux coupling plays a
role. Fine sand would be inhibited from accumu-
lating on the RSD if flux coupling were suitably
larger over the RSD compared to over the fine-
sand plain at the same time. This seems unlikely
during periods of background swell at Tairua,
since the fine sand appeared in suspension over the
RSD at those times as a washload, which was
characterised by virtually zero intermittency at
both the individual-wave and wave-group scales.
Hence, the flux-coupling can be expected to be
small or zero. Suspension under high waves at the
Tairua RSD was intermittent, which might trans-
late into a larger flux coupling compared to under
background swell. A detailed analysis of the flux
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coupling term might therefore shed some further
light on how RSDs are maintained.

Finally, it seems that coarse sand entrained from
the RSD does escape onto the surrounding fine-
sand plain, as evidenced by the nonequilibrium
coarse-sand suspension that developed over the
fine-sand bed adjacent to the RSD during periods
of high waves. Dispersal of coarse sand in this way
may be the metaphorical equivalent of throwing
out ‘‘seeds’’ that can grow into RSDs, given the
right water depth and a favourable sequence of
waves over a period of time.
6. Conclusions

The Tairua dataset provides insights into the
comparative resuspension of fine and coarse sands
by waves on this shoreface. Sediment suspension
shows changes through time as wave conditions
change (changes in bedforms, changes in entrain-
ment, changes in mixing), differences with sub-
strate (e.g., vortex entrainment of fine-sand on
open plains versus fine-sand ‘‘washload’’ over
RSDs), and differences with depth (cross-shelf
variation in intermittency at the wave scale). In
addition, there appear to be subtle effects such as a
hysteresis in the way bedforms evolve, nonequili-
brium sediment loads, and possibly exhumation of
fine sediments from within RSDs.

Intermittency at the wave scale showed differ-
ences between depths (more intermittent at greater
depth) and between seabed types at the same depth
(vortex entrainment more pronounced over the
fine-sand plain compared to over the RSD at 22-m
depth). Detailed analysis of flux coupling at the
wave scale is out of the scope of this paper,
however, these observations suggest that there will
be marked differences in flux coupling with depth
and substrate. Although flux coupling may give
rise to a minor term in the transport budget, such
differences might be significant in the sediment-
flux divergence and, hence, evolution of the
shoreface morphology. Flux coupling may also
play a role in maintenance of the RSDs. Flux
coupling therefore merits further attention.

Table 3 provides a summary of features of the
time-averaged suspended-sediment load, grouped
by substrate and wave conditions. There is no
obvious interaction between the fine and coarse
suspensions. Hence, fine and coarse particles could
be treated independently in a shelf sediment-
transport model. In fact, most observations could
be readily incorporated into a model, with a few
notable exceptions. Firstly, the RSD needs to be
explicitly incorporated into any such model, since
it is a source of coarse material, as evidenced by
the nonequilibrium coarse-sand suspension that
appeared over the surrounding fine-sand plain
under high waves. The RSD also has an effect on
mixing of the fine-sand load that is sourced from
the surrounding plain (fine sand is uniformly
mixed over the RSD during times of background
swell and high waves), which might affect settling
of fine sand on the RSD and patterns of fine-sand
transport. Secondly, bedforms need to evolve with
the wave conditions to capture ripple–hummock
transformations, which might include a hysteresis
in the construction of a rippled bed under decaying
waves. This is required because the seabed config-
uration is a first-order control on the relationship
between wave-induced skin friction and reference
concentration, and may also control the sediment
diffusivity, although that is less clear. Finally,
exhumation of fine sand from within the RSD
might need to be accounted for in any model.

Suspended fine sand encounters an unfavour-
able settling environment over the RSD, which
Murray and Thieler (2003) hypothesised was at the
heart of a positive feedback that causes RSDs to
self-organize from initial perturbations. The Tair-
ua data suggest the possibility of a balance
between RSD burial and the tendency to self-
organize, mediated by wave climate and con-
strained by water depth. Furthermore, escape of
coarse sand from RSDs under high waves may
seed the growth of new RSDs.
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